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(8.9.1) Let f be a continuous mapping of an open subset A of El x E2
into F. In order that f be continuously differentiate in A, a necessary and
sufficient condition is that f be differentiate at each point with respect to the
first and the second variable, and that the mappings (xl3 x2) -+D1/(x1, x2) and
(Xi9x2)-+D2f(xi9x2) (of A into &(Ei9F) and &(E2\ F) respectively) be
continuous in A. Then, at each point (xl9 x2) of A, the derivative off is given by
(8.9.1.1)      Df(xl9 x2) ' (tl9 t2) = D1/(x1, x2) - t, + D2f(xi9 x2) • t2 .
 (a)	Necessity   The mapping jq ->f(xl9 a2) is obtained by composing/
and the mapping xl -* (jcl9 #2) of EA into e! x E2 , the derivative of this second
mapping being /^(^O) by (8.1.2), (8.1.3), and (8.1.5). Then by (8.2.1),
xl ->/(jCi, a2) has at (al9 a2) a derivative equal to rt -» D/(al5 02) ' (*i> 0)-
If we call /\ (resp. /2) the natural injection ^->(^i,0) (resp. f2->(0, /2))>
which is a constant element of ^e(Ei\El x E2) (resp. ^e(E2;E1 x E2)),
we therefore see that Dlf(aly a2) == D/(^l5 a2) ° i\,and similarly D2f(ai9a2) =
Df(ai9 a2) o z*2 (all this is valid if /is simply supposed to be differentiate in A).
As the mapping (y, u)-+v°u of ^(Ei x E2;¥) x ^(El;El x E2) into
^f (Ei; F) is continuous ((5.7.5) and (5.5.1)), the continuity of Dx/and D2/
follows from that of D/; finally, as (tl9 12) = ifa) + i2(r2), we have (8.9.1.1).
 (b)	Sufficiency   Write
Given e > 0, there is, by assumption, an r > 0 such that, for H/JI < r
\\f(a1 + tl9 a2) -f(al9 a2) - Dj/C^, fl2) • ^|| < e H/JI.
On the other hand, we have in a ball B of center (al9 a2) contained in A,
by (8.6.2)
||/(fl! + tls a2 + <2) -/(fll + *!, fl2) - D2/(flt + tl9 a2) • fa||
^ ||*2|| •   sup    ||D2/(fl1 + tl9fl2 + z)-D2/(a1 +
The continuity of the mapping D2/ therefore implies that there is r' > 0
such that for ||r2|| < r' and HfJ < r', we have
/t, fl2    • /2     < 6
and on the other hand
IID2/Gii + ^, a2) - D2f(al9 a2)\\ < e
hence, by (5.7.4)
l|D2/(fl! + fj, fl2) - ^ - D2/Oi, ^2) ^2 II < « II ^2 II-

